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Abstract 1 

 During complex tasks, patterns of functional connectivity (FC) differ from those in the 2 

resting state. What accounts for such differences remains unclear. Brain activity during a task 3 

reflects an unknown mixture of spontaneous activity and task-evoked responses. The difference 4 

in FC between a task state and resting state may reflect not only task-evoked connectivity, but 5 

also changes in spontaneously emerging networks. Here, we characterized the difference in 6 

apparent functional connectivity between the resting state and when human subjects were 7 

watching a naturalistic movie. Such differences were marginally (3-15%) explained by the task-8 

evoked networks directly involved in processing the movie content, but mostly attributable to 9 

changes in spontaneous networks driven by ongoing activity during the task.  The execution of 10 

the task reduced the correlations in ongoing activity among different cortical networks, especially 11 

between the visual and non-visual sensory cortices. Our results suggest that the interaction 12 

between spontaneous and task-evoked activities is not mutually independent or linearly additive, 13 

and that engaging in a task may suppress ongoing activity. 14 

  15 
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Introduction  16 

  Functional connectivity (FC) captures the correlation of different networks or regions of 17 

the brain. Its structure and dynamics have been useful in characterizing the brain’s functional 18 

organization. Patterns of FC are similar across distinct states of consciousness (Horovitz, et al., 19 

2008; Vincent, et al., 2007), and they are also largely conserved during the performance of 20 

various tasks (Arfanakis, et al., 2000; Cole, et al., 2014; Fair, et al., 2007; Gratton, et al., 2016; 21 

Harrison, et al., 2008; Krienen, et al., 2014). However, increasing evidence suggests that FC is 22 

altered within and between brain states (Buckner, et al., 2013; Chang and Glover, 2010; 23 

Hutchison, et al., 2013; Mennes, et al., 2013; Rehme, et al., 2013; Sepulcre, et al., 2010; Van Dijk, 24 

et al., 2010; Wong, et al., 2013). It leads to the potential use of FC as a network signature of how 25 

the brain engages itself in various behavioral or cognitive tasks, e.g. watching a movie. In fact, FC 26 

signatures have been used to accurately classify a multitude of brain states (Gonzalez-Castillo, et 27 

al., 2015), leveraging this notion. 28 

During a task, brain activity measurements reflect a mixture of spontaneous and evoked 29 

activities. Disentangling their differential contributions to the pattern of apparent FC is essential 30 

to proper interpretation of any FC difference between a task and resting-state, or between 31 

different tasks. If the task-dependent FC is due to the task-evoked activity, its pattern reflects the 32 

network interactions directly involved in information processing for task execution. If the task-33 

dependent FC is attributed to ongoing activity, its pattern is driven by the brain’s functional re-34 

organization or adaption to facilitate the task. Alternatively, evoked activity may interact with 35 

spontaneous activity. As such, the task-dependent FC should reflect correlational changes in both 36 

task-evoked networks and spontaneously emerging networks.  37 

  There is a lack of consensus on the relationship between evoked and ongoing activities. 38 

Some prior studies suggest that task-evoked activity is independent from spontaneous neural 39 

processes (Arieli, et al., 1996; Mäkinen, et al., 2005; Tsodyks, et al., 1999). Initial evidence has led 40 

to the notion that spontaneous and evoked processes linearly sum to yield the activity observed 41 

during a task (Arieli, et al., 1996; Azouz and Gray, 1999; Becker, et al., 2011; Fox, et al., 2006; 42 

Saka, et al., 2010). There are, however, other reports to the contrary. Using electrophysiology, 43 

several groups have shown a reduction in neural variability following the onset of a stimulus, 44 

suggesting that the task suppresses ongoing activity during the task (Borg-Graham, et al., 1998; 45 

Churchland, et al., 2010; Finn, et al., 2007; Oram, 2011; Ponce-Alvarez, et al., 2013). Using fMRI, 46 

He et al. (2013) also found a negative interaction between spontaneous activity and task-evoked 47 

activity during a visual attention task. However, how (and whether) such an interaction may occur 48 

with respect to functional connectivity has not been fully investigated. 49 

Prior studies have established some valuable analysis methods to address this question. 50 

Simony et al. proposed the use of inter-subject functional connectivity (ISFC) during sustained 51 

and natural stimulation to extract task-evoked networks without contributions from ongoing 52 

activity or non-neuronal noise (Simony, et al., 2016). For any given pair of regions, cross-53 

correlation between one subject’s time series in one region with the mean time series from all 54 

other subjects in the other region was only attributable to task-evoked activity. This technique 55 

builds off of the Hasson, et al. (2004) study, which showed that natural stimulation gave rise to 56 

reliable responses reproducible across individuals. Like ISFC, a similar strategy is to assess the 57 
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inter-regional correlation across different sessions of the same stimuli for the same subject (Lu, 58 

et al., 2016; Wilf, et al., 2017), while further discounting the variation across subjects. 59 

  Using this strategy in this study, we sought to examine whether task-evoked networks 60 

were additive to spontaneous networks, and if they were able to explain the change in FC during 61 

movie watching relative to the resting state (or the “task-rest FC” difference for simplicity). To 62 

address these questions, we began with examining the seed-based correlations for exploratory 63 

analysis, and subsequently performed systematic analysis of functional connectivity among brain 64 

parcels or networks.  65 

 66 

Materials and Methods 67 

Subjects 68 

  Thirteen healthy volunteers (20 – 31 years old, 8 females, 12 right-handed, normal or 69 

corrected to normal vision) participated in this study in accordance with a protocol approved by 70 

the Institutional Review Board at Purdue University. Three subjects were excluded because they 71 

either were self-reported to fall asleep or had excessive head motion during the experiment. 72 

Experimental design  73 

  Each of the remaining 10 subjects (20-31 years old, 6 females, 9 right-handed) underwent 74 

four fMRI sessions with two conditions. Two sessions were obtained in the eyes-closed resting 75 

state, and the other two sessions occurred during free-viewing of an identical movie clip (The 76 

Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, 1966, from 162:54 to 168:33 min. in the film), as used in prior studies 77 

(Hasson, et al., 2004; Lu, et al., 2016). The visual stimulus was presented using the MATLAB 78 

Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997); it was delivered to the subjects through a 79 

binocular goggle system (NordicNeuroLab, Norway) mounted on the head coil. The display 80 

resolution was 800×600; through the goggle system, the visual field covered by the movie was 81 

about 26.9°×20.3°. No sound was presented during the movie. Each movie-stimulation session 82 

began with a blank gray screen presented for 42 s, followed by the movie presented for 5 min 83 

and 37 s, and ended with the blank screen again for 30 s. The resting-state sessions had the same 84 

duration as the movie-stimulation sessions. The session order was randomized and 85 

counterbalanced across subjects. For simplicity, hereafter the resting-state and movie-86 

stimulation sessions were referred to as the “rest” and “task” conditions, following the general 87 

notions in a broader context (Cole, et al., 2014).  88 

Data acquisition  89 

  Whole-brain structural and functional MRI images were acquired using a 3-Tesla Signa 90 

HDx MRI system (General Electric Health Care, Milwaukee, USA). As described previously 91 

(Marussich, et al., 2017), the fMRI data were acquired using a single-shot, gradient-recalled 92 

(GRE) echo- planar imaging (EPI) sequence (38 interleaved axial slices with 3.5mm thickness and 93 

3.5 × 3.5 mm2 in-plane resolution, TR=2000 ms, TE=35 ms, flip angle=78°, field of view=22×22 94 

cm2). T1-weighted anatomical images covering the whole head were acquired with a spoiled 95 

gradient recalled acquisition (SPGR) sequence (1×1×1mm3 voxel size, TR/TE=5.7/2ms, flip 96 
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angle=12°). A 16-channel receive-only phase array coil (NOVA Medical, Wilmington, USA) was 97 

used for image acquisition. 98 

Pre-processing 99 

  Pre-processing of the fMRI images was carried out with a combination of AFNI (v17.0.01) 100 

(Cox, 1996), FSL (v5.0.8) (Smith, et al., 2004), and MATLAB 2017A (Mathworks, Natick, MA). T1-101 

weighted anatomical images were non-linearly registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute 102 

(MNI) brain template using a combination of flirt and fnirt in FSL (Smith, et al., 2004). T2*-103 

weighted functional image time series were corrected for slice time variations using slicetimer in 104 

FSL, co-registered to the first volume within each series to account for head motion using mcflirt 105 

in FSL, restricted to within-brain tissues using 3dcalc in AFNI (Cox, 1996), aligned to the T1-106 

weighted structural MRI using FSL’s Boundary Based-Registration (BBR) function (Greve and 107 

Fischl, 2009), and registered to the MNI space with 3-mm isotropic voxels using applywarp in FSL. 108 

The first six volumes in the fMRI data were discarded to avoid any pre-steady-state longitudinal 109 

magnetization. 110 

The remaining pre-processing steps were conducted in MATLAB using in-house code. For 111 

the task sessions, we only analyzed the fMRI data during the movie while excluding any transient 112 

fMRI response during the first few seconds since the start of the movie. Thus, we excluded the 113 

first eight seconds and the last fourteen seconds of the movie. For each session and each voxel, 114 

the voxel time series was detrended by regressing out a third-order polynomial function that 115 

modeled the slow trend; the detrended signal was bandpass filtered (0.0001 - 0.1 Hz). Spatial 116 

smoothing was applied by using a Gaussian kernel (FWHM=6 mm), and the spatially smoothed 117 

voxel time series were demeaned and normalized to unit variance.  118 

Seed-based functional connectivity in rest versus task 119 

  We first explored the difference in seed-based correlation patterns between the resting 120 

state and the task state. For this purpose, seed voxels were selected from the primary visual 121 

cortex (V1), higher visual areas (HV), precuneus (PCu), and primary motor cortex (M1); each of 122 

these regions of interest was defined using an atlas from an independent study (Shirer, et al., 123 

2012)1. The MNI coordinates of these seed regions were (0, -54, 30) for PCu, (0, -87, 9) for V1, 124 

(48, -78, 0) for HV, and (3, -18, 57) for M1. These seed locations were chosen because they are 125 

representative of major functional systems activated by visual (V1 and higher visual areas) or 126 

motor tasks (M1), or deactivated by cognitive tasks (PCu as a part of the default-mode network).  127 

Within either a rest or task session, the correlation between the seed voxel’s time series 128 

and every other voxel’s time series was calculated (after global signal regression), and the 129 

correlation coefficient was converted to a z-score using the Fisher’s transform. The voxel-wise z-130 

score was averaged across all rest (or task) sessions from all subjects. The significance of the 131 

mean z-score (against zero) was evaluated by using one-sample t-test (df = 19) corrected for 132 

multiple comparisons at the false discovery rate (FDR) q<0.03. The above analysis was performed 133 

separately for the rest and task conditions.  134 
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To determine the task-rest FC difference, the mean z-score of the movie sessions was 135 

then compared to the mean z-score of the resting-state sessions using a paired t-test (df = 19, 136 

p<0.03, uncorrected). Then, to determine the task-evoked FC, the seed voxel’s time series in 137 

session 1 was cross-correlated with the time series of all voxels in session 2 for each subject; the 138 

resulting Pearson correlation values were then z-transformed. This process was repeated was 139 

repeated using seed voxels in session 2 with cross-correlations to all voxels in session 1. To 140 

determine the statistical significance of the results, the mean z-score was compared to zero using 141 

one-sample t-tests for the task-evoked connectivity (df = 19, q<0.05, FDR corrected).  142 

 143 

Whole Brain Functional Connectivity 144 

  To compare the task-rest FC difference to the task-evoked FC in a systematic manner 145 

encompassing the whole brain, neural activity was decomposed into smaller networks and/or 146 

regions using three different methods: 1) using a 17-network atlas (Yeo, et al., 2011), 2) via 147 

networks obtained using spatial independent component analysis (ICA), and 3) using a fine-148 

grained, 246-region functional atlas (the Brainnetome Atlas, v1.0) (Fan, et al., 2016). The 17-149 

network atlas was from 150 

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/CorticalParcellation_Yeo20112 and the 246-region 151 

Brainnetome Atlas was obtained from http://atlas.brainnetome.org/3. Using the 17-network and 152 

246-functional parcellation atlases, the mean intensity of brain regions over time was regressed 153 

from the signal. 154 

 Group spatial ICA using the Infomax algorithm (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995) was applied to 155 

data after two additional processing steps. Prior to ICA, the data was concatenated across all 156 

subjects, sessions, and conditions; principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the data 157 

such that 95% of the variance was retained. After ICA was applied to this result, 30 independent 158 

components were obtained; of those, 24 networks corresponded to canonical resting-state 159 

networks (RSNs) (Beckmann, et al., 2005; De Luca, et al., 2006; Power, et al., 2011). One 160 

component with a global pattern was excluded from the analysis. Then each session’s time course 161 

was obtained by regressing the group spatial map into the session’s 4D dataset.  162 

 Large-scale FC was assessed within the resting-state and within the movie task (“mixed” 163 

FC). To create the within-session resting-state and movie FC, the correlations between each pair 164 

of networks or regions calculated based on based on their corresponding time series, and then 165 

the correlation coefficient was converted to the z-score. Significant correlations were identified 166 

using one-sample t-tests for each pair of regions or networks in each condition (df = 19), FDR-167 

corrected at q < 0.03. Then, task-rest FC differences were evaluated by subtracting the resting-168 

state z-scores from the movie z-scores for each network pair. Significant differences were 169 

evaluated using paired t-tests (df = 19), FDR corrected at q< 0.03. Finally, to obtain the task-170 

evoked FC, the cross-correlations between each network/region’s mean time series in session 1 171 

and the mean time series in session 2 were determined and z-transformed. To create symmetric 172 
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mean FC matrices that would also be comparable to the other profiles, we included the 173 

transposes of the task-evoked FC matrices. We then evaluated significant correlations using one-174 

sample t-tests (df = 19), FDR-corrected at q < 0.03. Because our focus was on the functional 175 

connectivity between regions or networks, we ignored the correlation within the exact same 176 

region or network itself in our analysis. 177 

  In order to further characterize the similarity of the FC profiles, we performed a session-178 

wise cross-correlation analysis of the FC matrices.  Spatial cross-correlations between the resting-179 

state FC matrices and the movie FC matrices were calculated for each pair of sessions (e.g. Subject 180 

1 Rest Session 1 with Subject 1 Movie Session 1, and so on). Lower triangular matrices (from one 181 

element below the diagonal) were used in these correlation calculations to represent only 182 

unique, meaningful information from the symmetric matrices. Then, spatial cross-correlations 183 

were calculated between the task-rest FC difference matrices and the task-evoked FC matrices.   184 

  In this case, the lower triangular content of the first session’s FC difference (e.g. Subject 185 

1 Movie Session 1 – Subject 1 Rest Session 1, a symmetric matrix) was correlated with that 186 

subject’s lower triangular task-evoked FC (e.g. Subject 1 Movie Session 1 with Subject 1 Movie 187 

Session 2, not a symmetric matrix), and the second session’s difference (e.g. Subject 1 Movie 188 

Session 2 – Subject 1 Rest Session 2) was correlated with that subject’s upper triangular task-189 

evoked FC (e.g. Subject 1 Movie Session 1 with Subject 1 Movie Session 2). The reasons for this 190 

were two-fold: first, we performed this at the subject level to maximize the amount of 191 

information obtained from individual subjects; secondly, because the cross-correlation of one 192 

session’s information with that of a second session does not yield a symmetric matrix, taking into 193 

account the upper triangular/lower triangular transpose of this information (e.g. the cross-194 

correlation of second session’s information with the first session’s information) reveals the full 195 

spectrum of connectivity information.  196 

Comparing significant task-rest FC differences with task-evoked FC  197 

  The specific functional connectivity implicated in the task-rest FC difference and the task-198 

evoked FC were investigated using the fine-grained, 246-region parcellation’s information. To 199 

test the significance of the functional connectivity between each pair of regions and/or networks, 200 

the average z-score was compared against zero by performing one- sample t-test on the z-score 201 

of every pair regions (q < 0.03, FDR corrected).  202 

Explaining the task-rest FC difference with task-evoked FC  203 

 To determine the extent to which the task-evoked FC explains the task-rest FC difference, 204 

the task-evoked FC matrices were linearly regressed into the task-rest FC difference matrices at 205 

the session-level. This was performed separately using 1) the Yeo et al. 17-network atlas (2011), 206 

2) the previously obtained 24 spatial ICs, and 3) the 246-region Brainnetome Atlas (Fan, et al., 207 

2016). As was conducted in the Whole Brain Functional Connectivity section, the lower triangular 208 

content of the first session’s FC difference was regressed into that subject’s lower triangular task-209 

evoked FC, and the second session’s lower triangular FC difference was regressed into that 210 

subject’s upper triangular task-evoked FC. After obtaining a regression coefficient for each 211 

session, the estimated task-rest FC difference was obtained by multiplying the calculated 212 
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coefficients with the task-evoked FC. Then, the variance of this estimated task-rest FC difference 213 

was divided by the variance of the measured task-rest FC difference to yield the percentage of 214 

the task-rest FC difference that was explained by the task-evoked FC. 215 

 216 

Results 217 

Seed-based FC Distributions 218 

 Seed voxels from the PCu, V1, HV, and M1 were used to assess voxel-wise FC at rest, voxel-219 

wise FC during the movie task (i.e. the “mixed” FC), the difference between these two states, and 220 

the task-evoked FC (Fig. 1, findings projected onto the surface).  221 

 FC patterns in the resting-state and during the movie were mostly consistent among the 222 

four seeds, but there were some differences between the two conditions. Although the PCu seed 223 

exhibited similar, positive distributions in both conditions, the anti-correlated voxels were more 224 

widespread during the movie task (Fig. 1A, far left and left middle columns). In the resting-state, 225 

the V1 seed (Fig. 1B, far left and left middle columns) was coupled not only to higher visual areas, 226 

but also to the superior/medial motor cortex; during the task, the broad primary visual cortex 227 

indeed was produced, but no coupling to other networks was observed. In addition, the HV seed 228 

was more connected to more medial visual areas (e.g. fusiform gyri) during resting-state (Fig. 1C, 229 

far left and left middle columns). Finally, the distribution of the FC from the M1 seed elicited 230 

visual networks at rest but was more narrowly confined during the movie task (Fig. 1D, far left 231 

and left middle columns). 232 

 The task-evoked and task-rest FC difference distributions were largely very different. 233 

Task-evoked FC was observed using the V1 and HV seeds but not using the PCu and M1 seeds, in 234 

line with the findings of others (Kim, et al., 2017; Wilf, et al., 2017). The positively connected 235 

voxels to V1 in the task-evoked FC (Fig. 1B, far right column), were, in fact, more weakly 236 

connected to the seed during the movie than at rest (Fig. 1B, right middle column). Moreover, 237 

using the HV seed, the positively connected voxels arising from task-evoked activity (Fig. 1C, far 238 

right column) were not significantly different between the movie and the task (Fig. 1C, right 239 

middle column) despite qualitatively appearing stronger during the movie (Fig. 1C, left middle 240 

column). Instead, with this seed, the movie condition elicited significantly more negative 241 

functional connectivity between motor and precuneus regions as compared to rest, with some 242 

more positive connectivity in the right lateral frontal cortex and scattered through some white 243 

matter regions (Fig. 1C, right middle column).   244 

 When comparing the task-evoked networks from the V1 and HV seeds (Figs. 1B and 1C, 245 

far right columns) to the corresponding resting-state networks (Figs. 1B and 1C, far left and left 246 

middle columns), we observed that these regions were more restricted using an inter-session 247 

approach than they were within-session during both the movie task and resting-state. Overall, 248 

there was little coupling of the primary and higher visual cortices to other parts of the visual 249 

system, let alone to other cortical regions. 250 
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 251 

Figure 1. Seed-based FC Findings. Seed-based functional connectivity (p<0.03, FDR-corrected for all except for 252 
within-session differences) using a seed in A) PCu, B) V1C) HV, and D) M1.  Each panel shows the result for within-253 
session FC during eyes-closed resting-state (left), within-session FC during the movie task (left middle), the within 254 
session FC difference during the movie relative to rest (right middle), and the task-evoked FC computed using inter-255 
session correlations (right). The seed voxel is shown as a light blue square in each image.  The color bar indicates t-256 
values. 257 

 258 

Whole brain patterns: task-rest FC difference versus task-evoked FC 259 

 Whole brain patterns of resting-state FC, movie FC (still containing spontaneous activity), 260 

the task-rest FC difference, and task-evoked FC were evaluated in a systematic manner using 261 

three different atlases: 1) a 17-network atlas (Yeo, et al., 2011), 2) networks obtained using 262 

spatial independent component analysis (ICA), and 3) a 246-region functional atlas (the 263 

Brainnetome Atlas) (Fan, et al., 2016).  Because the ICA components used were derived in-house, 264 

we have provided them in Fig. S1; the 24 ICs that were used corresponded to 40.1% of the 265 

variance of the signal present in the concatenated data.  266 
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 Similarity between the within-session resting-state and mixed (task-evoked + 267 

spontaneous) FC profiles was again made apparent, although the resting-state again showed 268 

more widely distributed FC (Fig. 2A). Within-visual functional connectivity (e.g. Vis1 to Vis2) were 269 

surprisingly weaker during the movie as compared to rest (17-network: 0 significant correlations; 270 

ICA: 3 significant correlations, t = -5.2323 to -5.2042, q = 0.0072-0.0081; 246-region: 4 significant 271 

correlations, t = -7.9544 to -6.3931, q = 0.0046-0.0196) (Figs. 2A, 3A). In contrast, task-evoked FC 272 

indicated that visual regions were positively coupled with one another due to the movie task 273 

using all three methods (17-network: 1 significant correlation, t = 7.5001, q = 0.0003; ICA: 3 274 

significant correlations, t = 6.8589-7.9547, q = 0.0005-0.0009; 246-region: 280 significant 275 

correlations, t = 5.7474-17.2342, q = 1.5347x10-7-0.0291) (Fig. 2A, 3B). Further, using the 246-276 

region atlas, every parcel within the Lateral Occipital Cortex, MedioVentral Occipital Cortex, and 277 

Fusiform Gyrus was positively connected with at least one other parcel within those regions (Fig. 278 

3B). Overall, the within-visual correlations that dominate the task-evoked FC connectivity graph 279 

(Fig. 3B) were almost completely non-existent with respect to the task-rest FC difference (Fig. 280 

3A).  281 

  Moreover, non-visual sensory networks (e.g. somatomotor, auditory networks) exhibited 282 

weaker FC strengths with visual areas during the movie. (Visual-Somatomotor: 17-network: 3 283 

significant correlations, t = -7.0622 to -4.5202, q = 0.0008-0.0250; ICA: 6 significant correlations, 284 

t = -8.0592 to -4.7280, q = 0.0003-0.0147; 246-region: 14 significant correlations, t = -7.0389 to -285 

5.8485, q = 0.0129-0.0291; Visual-Auditory: 17-network: auditory cortex not assessed due to 286 

parcellation restrictions; ICA: 4 significant correlations, t = -6.5712 to -4.4074, q = 0.0012-0.0259; 287 

246-region: 23 significantly weaker correlations, t = -11.0213 to -5.8682, q = 0.0004-0.0291.) 288 

However, when assessing task-evoked FC, we were largely unable to observe these task-rest FC 289 

differences. (Visual-Somatomotor: 17-network: 1 significant correlation, t = -4.9515, q = 0.0165; 290 

ICA: 0 significant correlations; 246-region: 6 significant correlations, t = -7.7223 to -5.8511, q = 291 

0.0049-0.0246; Visual-Auditory: 17-network: auditory cortex not assessed, ICA: 0 significant 292 

correlations, 246-region: 3 significant correlations, t = -6.8119 to -5.8406, q = 0.0049-0.0246) 293 

(Figs. 2A, 3B).  294 

 In addition, frontoparietal networks (i.e. executive control networks) displayed stronger 295 

FC with visual regions during the movie (17-network: 4 significant correlations, t = 4.3116-4.5027, 296 

q = 0.0228-0.0281; ICA: 0 significant correlations; 246-region: 12 significant correlations, t = 297 

5.9733-9.2107) (Figs. 2A, 3A). All significantly different correlations (positive) using the 246-298 

region parcellation involved the right inferior frontal junction (IFJ R). Conversely, frontoparietal 299 

networks were largely not observed to have significant task-evoked FC with visual networks (17-300 

network: 0 significant correlations; ICA: 0 significant correlations; 246-region: 4 significant 301 

correlations, t = 6.0503 – 7.2768, q = 0.0022-0.0170) (Figs. 2A, 3B). Moreover, using the 246-302 

region atlas, the positive visual FC differences from visual areas to the inferior frontal junction 303 

(IFJ) (Fig. 3A) were not at all observed in the task-evoked FC (t = 0.0241 – 5.4687, q = 0.0472-304 

10.8194) (Fig. 3B).  305 

 We also observed stronger visual-to-thalamus FC within-session during the movie than 306 

at rest (Fig. 3A); these differences were not observed during the task-evoked FC (Fig. 3B). (The 307 

17-network parcellation and ICA networks did not include any thalamus-specific networks and 308 
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are thus excluded from this discussion.) Eleven significant correlations were uncovered from 309 

visual regions to the thalamus when investigating the task-rest FC difference (t = 5.8489-6.4350, 310 

q = 0.0191-0.0293) (Fig. 3A). Conversely, there were zero significant task-evoked correlations 311 

between any visual and thalamus regions (t = -3.3433-4.1352, q = 0.3524-10.8733) (Fig. 3B). 312 

  Finally, by cross-correlating the resting-state and movie FC profiles, baseline connectivity 313 

patterns in the two states were highly similar, though not entirely so (mean ± SD: 17-network: r  314 

= 0.6064 ± 0.1100; ICA: r = 0.5503 ± 0.0900; 256-region: r = 0.5086 ± 0.0928) (Fig. 2B). However, 315 

the task-evoked FC and task-rest FC differences were strikingly different, and a similar correlation 316 

analysis of these two FC patterns quantitatively validated that the task-rest FC difference and 317 

task-evoked FC had very little similarity (mean ± SD: 17-network: r = 0.2330 ± 0.1923; ICA: r = 318 

0.1487 ± 0.1120; 256-region: r = 0.1413 ± 0.0771) (Fig. 2C). 319 
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Figure 2. Functional Connectivity Profiles Across Methods. A) Here, we show correlation matrices corresponding to 321 
the FC profiles during resting-state (top) and the movie task (top middle), the FC difference during the movie relative 322 
to rest (bottom middle), and the task-evoked FC computed using the inter-session approach (bottom).  Profiles were 323 
calculated using the Yeo et al. 17-network parcellation (left), ICA using 24 components corresponding to the 324 
canonical RSNs (middle), and the Fan et al. Brainnetome Atlas 246-region functional parcellation (right). The color 325 
bar indicates mean z-transformed cross correlation values; only significant correlations (q<0.03) are displayed. We 326 
have listed mean session-wise correlation coefficients between the resting-state and movie tasks for each of the 327 
three methods in the white space between the matrices, as well as between the task-rest FC difference and the task-328 
evoked FC. B) The mean correlations between movie FC and rest FC are plotted on the bar graph. Error bars indicate 329 
SD. C) The mean correlations between the task-rest FC difference and task-evoked FC are plotted on the bar graph. 330 
Error bars indicate SD. Abbreviations for the Yeo parcellation: Vis1 – Visual Network 1; Vis2 – Visual Network 2; Som1 331 
– Somatomotor Network 1; Som2 – Somatomotor Network 2; dAt1 – dorsal Attention Network 1; dAt2 – dorsal 332 
Attention Network 2; vAt1 – ventral Attention Network 1; FrP1 – Frontoparietal Network 1; Lim1 – Limbic Network 333 
1; Lim2 – Limbic Network 2; DMN1 – Default Mode Network 1; FrP2 – Frontoparietal Network 2; FrP3 – 334 
Frontoparietal Network 3;  DMN2 – Default Mode Network 2;  DMN3 – Default Mode Network 3 ; DMN4 – Default 335 
Mode Network 4; DMN5 – Default Mode Network 5. ICA abbreviations are provided in the caption for Fig. S2, and 336 
the Brainnetome atlas abbreviations are provided in Fan, et al. (2016). 337 
 338 
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339 

 340 

Figure 3. Functional Connectivity Findings: Comparing the Task-Rest FC Difference to the Task-Evoked FC.  The 341 
circle graphs indicate significant FC findings (p>0.03, FDR-corrected). Abbreviations of regions are based on the 342 
Brainnetome Atlas. A) Significant Task-Rest Difference Functional Connectivity. Positive correlations during the 343 
movie relative to rest are noted with red lines; negative correlations during the movie relative to rest are noted with 344 
blue lines.  B) Significant Task-Evoked Functional Connectivity. Positive correlations across two repeated viewings of 345 
the movie are denoted with red lines; negative correlations across two viewings of the movie are denoted with blue 346 
lines.   347 

 348 
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 349 

How much of the task-rest FC difference is explained by the task-evoked activity? 350 

 After linearly regressing the task-evoked FC activity from the task-rest FC difference using 351 

1) the Yeo et al. 17-network atlas (2011), 2) the previously obtained 24 spatial ICs, and 3) the 246-352 

region Brainnetome Atlas (Fan, et al., 2016), we determined that the mean percent variance 353 

explained by the task-evoked activity for the 17-network atlas was 15.86 ± 3.30%, 5.19 ± 1.25% 354 

for the ICA maps, and 3.55 ± 0.73% for the 246-region atlas (all values: mean ± SEM); the mean 355 

value was calculated across sessions. Taking the mean percent variance of these three methods 356 

yielded an overall value of 8.20 ± 1.40% across both sessions and methods. Thus, only about 3-357 

15% of the task-rest FC difference can be explained by the task-evoked activity. 358 

 359 

Discussion 360 

  We have shown that the difference between FC at rest and during a task, which contains 361 

an unknown mixture of task-evoked and spontaneous signals, cannot be explained by separating 362 

the task-evoked FC from the connectivity profile. The results lead to the following findings: 1) 363 

connectivity between resting-state and task states is mostly conserved; 2) during the resting-364 

state, non-visual sensory-related functional networks (e.g. somatomotor, auditory) were more 365 

coupled to visual networks than during the movie; 3) the task-evoked FC was predominantly 366 

characterized by positive and restricted correlations among regions within the visual system, and 367 

4) task-evoked FC accounted for only 3-15% of the FC difference between task and rest 368 

conditions. Therefore, the results suggest that the task-evoked FC and the spontaneous FC are 369 

neither linear nor additive, which was somewhat surprising to us.  370 

FC during a task and at rest is mostly conserved 371 

  Consistent with several prior studies (Cole, et al., 2014; Gratton, et al., 2016; Krienen, et 372 

al., 2014), we also identified a relatively high degree of similarity between the apparent FC during 373 

resting-state and the task using both seed-based and whole-brain methods (Pearson correlation 374 

values of 0.5-0.6, Fig. 2B). This is likely due to the presence of dominating spontaneous, ongoing 375 

sources in both conditions that strongly contribute to the signals correlated with one another in 376 

FC fMRI. Despite this similarity, however, we observed more widespread connectivity in the 377 

resting-state, as well as stronger within-visual coupling as compared to during the movie task.   378 

Apparent FC differences between rest and task are not explained by task-evoked activity 379 

As expected, task-evoked FC was only observed within task-related, visual regions. These 380 

areas appeared to be more restricted and less coupled to other regions than in the resting-state 381 

or during the task (Fig. 1). In contrast, the connectivity differences involving visual regions 382 

between the two conditions were predominantly negative and/or not significant. Instead, we 383 

found widespread negative differences between task-related networks and non-visual sensory 384 

areas (e.g. somatomotor, auditory cortices). In addition, thalamic regions, which have not often 385 

been incorporated in analyses of FC changes, were more anti-correlated with one another and 386 

more positively correlated to portions visual cortex during the movie task. Finally, positive 387 
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functional connectivity from the occipital cortex and fusiform gyrus to the inferior frontal 388 

junction (IFJ) resulted from the subtraction that also were not reproduced; functionally, the IFJ 389 

has been implicated in attentional circuits and in cognitive control (Baldauf and Desimone, 2014; 390 

Sundermann and Pfleidferer, 2012). Overall, these differences between rest and task FC were 391 

largely not represented in the task-evoked FC patterns. 392 

The fact that the task-evoked FC did not reveal the difference between the FC during the 393 

task and the FC at rest (i.e. spontaneous FC) suggests that correlations in ongoing, spontaneous 394 

activity are driving this difference. Therefore, it is likely that this intrinsic activity drives the 395 

coupling of task-evoked networks to other regions. 396 

Rest and task correlations negatively interact 397 

  The task-evoked FC explained less than 15% of the FC differences between the task and 398 

resting-state. Therefore, it seems that the task-evoked FC and spontaneous FC are neither 399 

independent nor linearly additive.  Beyond this, however, we would like to tease apart the nature 400 

of the rest-task interaction: is the task suppressing spontaneous activity or amplifying it? Our 401 

observations that the movie-watching task reduced the extent and strength of FC suggest that 402 

the task suppresses spontaneous activity. 403 

  He (2013) and several others (Bianciardi, et al., 2009; Churchland, et al., 2010; Monier, et 404 

al., 2003; Ponce-Alvarez, et al., 2013), also suggest a negative task-rest interaction. Initial 405 

evidence suggests that this negative interaction may help facilitate the task execution (Boly, et 406 

al., 2007; Deneux and Grinvald, 2017; Hesselmann, et al., 2008) (see Northoff, et al. (2010) and 407 

Ferezou and Deneux (2017) for review), or  may increase with task difficulty (Garrett, et al., 2014; 408 

Szostakiwskyj, et al., 2017). As such, it may bear functional significance.  409 

 The negative task-rest interaction may or may not hold true for all tasks. Passive versus 410 

active task engagement may not equally affect spontaneous signals (Broday-Divir, et al., 2017; 411 

Ferezou, et al., 2006; Otazu, et al., 2009). Crochet and Petersen (2006) found that active and 412 

conscious engagement in a task gave rise to more desynchronization of ongoing activity than 413 

passive or conscious states (e.g. in the anesthetized states). In our natural vision task, subjects 414 

actively engaged in the movie with free eye movement. Speculatively, cognitively engaging in the 415 

task itself, rather than simply having a visual experience, explains the nonlinear interaction 416 

between spontaneous and evoked functional connectivity. However, this remains to be tested.  417 

  Using natural vision, we noticed that the suppression of spontaneous correlations during 418 

the task was not consistent throughout the brain. The greatest magnitude of this change was 419 

within the components of the visual system; these regions exhibited the greatest dissimilarity 420 

between task-evoked FC and the apparent FC difference between the movie and resting-state 421 

conditions. These findings may be mediated simply by 1) reduced spontaneous activations in 422 

visual areas relative to other regions, or 2) by a reduced synchrony of cortical oscillations in task-423 

related regions. In EEG, alpha band oscillations are postulated to stem from the rhythmic 424 

fluctuations of inhibitory neurons, and engaging in certain tasks such as eye-opening, 425 

desynchronizes the alpha-band power (see Klimesch, et al. (2007) for review). Other reports 426 

relate resting-state inhibitory neurotransmitter concentrations, such as GABA 427 
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(Muthukumaraswamy, et al., 2009; Northoff, et al., 2007) or anesthetics thought to modulate 428 

GABA (Maandag, et al., 2007), to task-induced changes in specific regions. Here, we cannot 429 

disentangle whether location differences in spontaneous FC suppression are mediated by region-430 

specific reduced activations or de-coupling of neuronal oscillations, but this is certainly an area 431 

for future investigation.  432 

Methodological Considerations 433 

 Indeed, naturalistic stimuli (Hasson, et al., 2004) are of particular significance in studies 434 

of rest-task interaction. Natural stimuli provide a rich behavioral context reflective of the 435 

activities of daily life (e.g. viewing natural scenes with sharp, moving edges or engaging in 436 

conversation) that unfold over relatively long time scales (Hasson, et al., 2010). It has 437 

experimentally been proven that neural responses to naturalistic stimuli are reliable and 438 

widespread (Hasson, et al., 2010; Jääskeläinen, et al., 2008; McMahon, et al., 2015; Mukamel, et 439 

al., 2005), and the connectivity patterns that appear during naturalistic activations better reflect 440 

spontaneously emerging patterns in the resting-state as compared to controlled, artificially 441 

designed stimuli (Wilf, et al., 2017). Our group has shown that by spatiotemporally scrambling 442 

the natural stimulus, widely distributed and highly reproducible fMRI responses could not be 443 

reproduced without the high-level natural content of the movie; low-level visual features  alone 444 

significantly reduced the degree and extent of reproducible responses (Lu, et al., 2016). 445 

Therefore, naturalistic visual stimuli provide rich task-evoked information about neural dynamics 446 

as compared to more traditional psychophysical stimuli (e.g. Gabor filters).  447 

Optimally isolating the task-evoked activity is important for studies of rest-task 448 

interaction.  One way of reducing the variability present in fMRI signals is through temporal 449 

averaging; however, a very large number of subjects and/or sessions is needed to achieve 450 

appropriate statistical power. Even with a great number samples, the efficacy of simple averaging 451 

in removing spontaneous activity has limitations (Henriksson, et al., 2015; Kim, et al., 2017).  An 452 

earlier approach uses the general linear model (GLM) to construct a trial-to-trial series of 453 

activation parameters (β) for each voxel that can be cross-correlated (Mennes, et al., 2013; 454 

Rissman, et al., 2004); however, whether this method more effectively removes intrinsic activity 455 

than inter-session and inter-subject approaches has yet to be shown. Finally, between inter-456 

session (i.e. “intra-subject”) and inter-subject approaches, inter-session correlations have shown 457 

enhanced reproducibility. (Henriksson, et al., 2015; Lu, et al., 2016). 458 

  Inter-session and inter-subject correlation methods have been understudied in 459 

neuroimaging, and new studies using these methods provide an additional vantage point from 460 

which we may learn about the brain. In this work, our focus was on whether the difference 461 

between the resting-state and the mixed FC observed during the task reflected the task-evoked 462 

FC. It did not, but we shed light on a suppression of correlations of spontaneous activity that 463 

occurs to facilitate a task. However, a consensus regarding this phenomenon still needs to be 464 

formed for additional researchers to fully disentangle its origins and purpose. 465 
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 473 

Figure S1. ICA Components.  Maps obtained using group-level spatial ICA. The thresholding for 474 

display purposes only was determined according to the voxel-wise posterior probability equal to 475 

0.6, per a Gaussian Mixture Model; ICA maps used in any calculations were not thresholded. 476 

Abbreviations from top-to-bottom, left-to-right are as follows: Visual Network 1 (Vis1), Visual 477 
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Network 2 (Vis2), dorsal Default Mode Network (dDMN), Auditory Network 1, Right Executive 478 

Control Network (RECN), Left Executive Control Network (LECN), Language Network (Lang), 479 

inferior Frontal Network (inFr), Visual-Spatial Network (ViSp), Basal Ganglia (BaGa), Cingulate 480 

Network (Cing), Visual Network 3 (Vis3), Lateral Frontal Network (LFro),Visual Network 4 (Vis4), 481 

Precuneus (PrCu), Cerebellum Network 1 (Cer1), ventral Default Mode Network (vDMN), 482 

Auditory Network 2 (Aud2), Visual Network 5 (Vis5), Somatosensory Network (Soma), Motor 483 

Network (Moto), Executive Control Network 1 (ECN1), Executive Control Network 2 (ECN2), and 484 

Cerebellum Network 2 (Cer2).  485 

 486 

Figure S2. Resting-state Inter-session Correlations.  By showing that there are no significant 487 

voxels correlated to the seed voxel across two sessions of the same stimulus, we demonstrate 488 

the efficacy of inter-session correlations in isolating task-evoked activity. The seed voxels were 489 

the same as in Fig. 1 and were derived from the precuneal (left), B) primary visual (left middle), 490 

C) high visual (right middle), and D) motor cortices (right), respectively. The color bar indicates z-491 

transformed cross correlation values. 492 
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